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“Endless Shine”: The quick detailer for a
perfect deep gloss
The new “Endless Shine” quick detailing spray
from Menzerna guarantees a perfect deep
gloss, perceptibly smoother surfaces and longlasting protection against environmental
influences. The spray can be used after a car
wash, after polishing and to remove minor dirt
from all coated surfaces. The field of
application is varied: Coated surfaces, glass,
plastic, rubber, aluminium or copper, “Endless
Shine” renews all surfaces quickly and
effectively.
After application, water beads off the highgloss surface entirely and the adhesion of dirt
is prevented. This “energiser” is also a good
choice for car dealerships whose vehicles
have to radiate with a new shine on the sales
floor, quickly and easily.
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When it comes to gloss and lasting protection,
“Endless Shine” is clearly superior to
conventional products. It is an important
addition to the Menzerna range of polishes.
The quick-drying detailing spray does not
require the addition of waxes and fillers, and is
extremely easy to use: Spray the surface with
the high-quality spray head and wipe with a
microfibre cloth.
“Endless Shine” is available in 500 millilitre
containers.

Automechanika: Halle 11.1 / exhibition stand
D19
About Menzerna:
Menzerna is Europe’s leading developer and manufacturer
of polishing agents for industry and trades. Menzerna
products optimise polishing and cleaning processes,
making them more economical. Menzerna specialists are
always working on even better products and processes.
Every fifth of the more than 200 formulations is less than
five years old. Customers are supported through a
worldwide network of subsidiaries, specialist dealers and
application

technicians.

125

years

of

experience,

comprehensive formulation know-how and a precise
understanding of customer requirements make Menzerna
an innovative and reliable premium supplier.
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